The primary motivation for this work is derived from studies generalizing the classical results concerning final transition probabilities in the theory of Markov chains. References dealing with such generalizations may be found in [3] . As an example of one such result, we provide the following. This result generalizes the classical Markov chain problem concerning lim*-^ A k where A is primitive and stochastic [2, p. 94] , the generality being that one need not have the same transition matrix from step to step but may choose matrices in S [Y] -{A I A is stochastic, YA = Fwith Y a probability vector} which meet the criteria specified in the above theorem.
This paper then concerns a study of S [Y] . The objectives of the work are as follows.
(1) We hope to indicate how much freedom one has in selecting the sequence A lf A 2 , if final transition probabilities are desired. (2) In terms of S [Y] , we hope to illuminate the truth of Theorem A. ( 3) Although no explicit problems are stated, we also hope to provide some feeling as to what future generalizations can be expected.
Finally we state that all matrices herein derive their entries from the real number field. n + + r m = c, + + c n .
To construct a vertex A e U(R, S), pick a position (i, j) in an mxn
array. Compute a tj = min {r if Cj}. If a i3 -r i9 then complete the ith row with 0's and delete the ith row obtaining a smaller size matrix which must be a vertex of U [(r u , r t -lf r i+1 , , r m ), (c l9 , c y . lf c y -r <f c i+1 , , c n )]. If a tJ = c, , then complete the ith column with 0's and delete the jth column obtaining a smaller size matrix which must be a vertex of U [(r l9 , r t^lf r t -c if r i+ί , , r m ), (C ί9 , Cy^i, Cy +1 ,
This procedure is then reproduced on the smaller sized array unitil a vertex is found. Further, all vertices may be found by applying this inductive procedure.
For example, by applying the procedure to find the vertices of S[(l/2, 1/3, 1/6)], we obtain /I 0 0\ /if 0\ 0 1 0) and 11 0 01 for i = 3, j = 3 . \0 0 1/ \0 0 1/ [7] . In light of Theorem A, our curiosity is over the various choices for each A t in constructing the sequence A l9 A 2 ,
. The first result related to this question requires the following definition. An n x n matrix iVis called a loop matrix if N has a collection of nonzero entries say n hh , n hh , n Hh , , n la __ 1J8 , n is3 s = n it9 i9 with , N t so that A = Λ, Λ + JVΊ = Ag, , A t + JVt = A t+1 where each A fc 6 S[ Γ] with 5 and A t+1 agreeing in each entry in the first r rows. Now we may add a sequence of suitable shift matrices to A t+1 yielding A t+2 whose (r + 1, 1) entry is precisely that of B. Similarly without altering this entry we may again add a sequence of shift matrices to A t+2 whose (r + 1, 2) entry is precisely that of B. Continuing in this manner it follows that there is a sequence of shift matrices say 
2 . Let <Λ^(m, ri) -{m x n matrices A so that A has its ΐth row sum and ith column sum being zero}. <yl^{m, ri), of course, is a vector space. 
These two lemmas provide the initial result.
Proof. An application of Lemma 1.1 and Lemma 3.2. For the dimSfF] when Y^> 0, we proceed as follows. Let Λ^(m, ) = {m x n matrices A with ith row sum zero}. Let U(R, ) = {m x n matrices A ^ 0 with ith row sum rj.
Proof. As in Lemma 3.1.
Proof. As in Lemma 3.2.
The major result of this section may now be stated as follows. can be used to determine particular stochastic matrices. In [3] , criteria (3) of Theorem A is used to show that the product A γ A 2 A k gets closer to the set of rank one stochastic matrices as k increases. Criteria (2) 
Rf)S[Y]
=«( Y = Proof. As a consequence of [2, p. 96] there is a positive integer m and a permutation matrix P so that A Q = lim^^P*A mk P = (π where
is of order t, each A t > 0 of order ί 4 and rank one. Now of course Finally set x t -y t = 7* for i = 1, 2, , n. Then The Supporting Institutions listed above contribute to the cost of publication of this Journal, but they are not owners or publishers and have no responsibility for its content or policies.
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